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Ecosure Clients

Partner with Ecosure to streamline your construction project

Lend Lease

Ecosure is one of Australia’s largest ISO certified Environmental Consultancies offering
government and the private sector world-class solutions to complex environmental problems.

John Holland
Laing O’Rourke

We understand the importance of delivering safe, timely
and cost effective services to achieve project targets

Bechtel
Arrow Energy
Thiess
Fulton Hogan

Ecosure’s reputable Environmental Management Plans

Seymour Whyte

•

Streamlined process  

•

Legislative compliance

Energex

•

Ongoing support

•

Ergon

•

Superior communication

Ongoing negotiation assistance during
operational works stage

Department of Defence

•

Direct access to 90 environmental specialists

Department of Transport
and Main Roads

Trust Ecosure to help achieve your project using
our renowned environmental expertise

Roads and Maritime Services
Queensland Rail
Spotless
Queensland Alumina Limited

Monitoring, management and on-ground works for:

Hazell Bros

•

U&D Mining
CMC Group
City of Gold Coast
Rockhampton Regional Council
Gladstone Regional Council
Sunshine Coast Regional Council

Fauna, including spotter catcher
and nestbox installation

•

Sediment and erosion control

•

Vegetation

•

Cultural heritage management

•

Pest flora and fauna

•

Acid sulphate soil

•

Waste

•

Air quality

•

Water quality

•

Vibration and noise

Brisbane City Council

Assisting to achieve environmental compliance for:

Tweed Shire Council

•

Chemical and fuel storage and use

•

Site facilities

•

On-site machinery

•

Clearing and grubbing

•

Road transport

Working with you to minimise environmental
impact and costly unforseen challenges

Customer Satisfaction
“Ecosure have
been thorough and
professional in all
aspects of their
engagement by CMC
at Halfway Creek
to Glenugie Pacific
Highway Upgrade.
This extends to: the
quality of expert
ecological and soil
amelioration advice,
reporting, safety
documentation and
implementation of
safety systems, time
management (ie
deliverables on time)
and accessibility for
ongoing advice.”
“I would recommend
Ecosure as
a quality full
service ecological
consulting provider.”
Martin Mulhearn
Environment Manager for
Halfway Creek to Glenugie
Pacific Highway Upgrade
CMC Group

Environmental assessment
for major road upgrade

Construction environmental
management services

Ecosure was engaged to identify potential
ecological impacts and offset requirements for a
major road upgrade. After completing terrestrial
flora, fauna and aquatic ecology assessments our
team provided recommendations to help our
government client foresee possible environmental
legislative triggers. The client was full of praise
for Ecosure’s efforts and highlighted the team’s
ability to meet strict deadlines, communicate
effectively and provide concise reporting.

Ecosure worked with a national company to prepare
multiple environmental management plans for the
construction of a major bypass project. These sub
plans fell under an overarching CEMP and covered
sediment and erosion control, flora and fauna,
dust and air quality, waste and water quality.

Fauna spotter catching for a
major rail construction
A multinational property and infrastructure
development company engaged Ecosure to
provide fauna spotter catcher services for the
construction of a 26km stretch of rail duplication
in Central Queensland. Ecosure conducted a preclear survey of the entire rail corridor to identify
animal habitat features that would be impacted by
clearing activities. During this phase fauna spotter
catchers were provided for each clearing machine
and animals impacted by the clearings were safely
relocated to suitable habitat. Ecosure developed
all required reporting for regulatory agencies.

Environmental compliance
monitoring
Over the past decade, Ecosure has provided
environmental compliance monitoring for
various construction projects including a runway
extension, at an International Airport. The scope
of these services vary from the provision of a
full time compliance officer, for an extended
period of time, to daily or monthly inspections
on projects with fewer environmental regulatory
requirements. Ecosure continues to work with
this client carrying out inductions, training and
general education to improve environmental
awareness amongst contractor staff.

“The koala contract is one of the more difficult contracts under
the Threatened Species panel on the Woolgoolga to Ballina
Project. Ecosure continues to deliver a high level of service
against this contract in a professional and cooperative manner.”
Mark Cowan
Roads and Maritime Services

With more than 90 environmental specialists on the team,
Ecosure can provide any civil construction project with a full-time
Environmental Site Representative to streamline your project

Adelaide
PO Box 145
Pooraka SA 5095
P 1300 112 021
M 0407 295 766
Brisbane
PO Box 675
Fortitude Valley
QLD 4006
P 07 3606 1030

Environmental planning, including
construction environmental
management plans (CEMPs)
•

Development approval applications
and legislation compliance assessments.

•

Identification of baseline environmental
values, including flora, fauna and
aquatic pre-clear surveys, mapping,
habitat assessments, impact statements
and species management plans.

Coffs Harbour
PO Box 4370
Coffs Harbour
NSW 2450
P 02 5621 8103

•

Tailored CEMPs for construction and
operational phases, covering all aspects
of environmental management.

Gold Coast

•

Highly skilled fauna spotter catchers
with all required equipment, safe work
systems and experience on major projects.

PO Box 404
West Burleigh
QLD 4219
P 07 5508 2046
F 07 5508 2544

Environmental site representatives
•

On-site expert in environmental management.

Rockhampton

•

PO Box 2122
Wandal QLD 4700
P 07 4994 1000
F 07 4994 1012

Dedicated to working collaboratively with
our client to avoid costly hold points.

•

Highly experienced in interpretation
of legislative requirements.

Sydney
PO Box 880
Surry Hills
NSW 2010
P 02 9427 5011

www.ecosure.com.au

Compliance monitoring
and maintenance
•

Compliance monitoring against
CEMP requirements.

•

Provision of environmental inductions
and tool box talks to construction staff.

•

On-ground vegetation management,
weed control and maintenance activities.

•

Experience and relevant permits to
trap, restrain and relocate problem wildlife,
as well as having capacity to take tissue
samples and access our in-house
veterinarian staff for specialist
technical support.

Restoration and offsetting
•

Environmental offset planning
and implementation.

•

Revegetation and maintenance
including full habitat reconstruction
on large and small scales.

•

Qualified and experienced bush
regeneration teams that come fully
equipped with 4WD vehicles and all the
necessary specialised equipment for
sensitive and successful restoration
works on any site.

